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SUMMARY 
The perfor mance of the turbine component of an NACA r esearch 
jet engine was invest i gated w t.1. col d air . The inter action and 
the matching of the turbine with the NACA eight-stage compr essor . 
we~e computed with the combinat ion considered as a jet engi ne and 
the over -all perfo!~ance of the engine then deter mined . The 
internal aer odynami cs were studied to the extent of investigating 
the performance of the first stator r i ng and its influ ence" on the 
tur bine pel'f ')rmance . . For this ring, the stream-filament check on 
velocity distribution per mittod efficient sections to be designed, 
but the design condition of f :'ee-vortex .f l.ow wi t11 uniform axtal 
veloci.ties w'as not :;:>btained. The a-::: t ual air fl ow was 0 . 964 of the 
des1gn value at design pressure ratio and speed , and was 0 . 98 at 
design speed Elnd onthalpy drop . Rotatlve speed for optimum eff i -
cier.cy (0 . 8 75) 'vas 1!20 r evolutions pET ·second. as compared with t he 
design speed of 134 revolutions per second (efficiency 0 . 823) . 
INTRODUCTION 
The NACA two-stage turbine was designed and built under the 
dire('.t·ton of Mr . E8.strrc.n N. J Rc.obs by the staff of the NACA 
Clev8 l _clnd le~()ra t()l::y a s a COD!::-.I)ne;.:t ".of a jet 'engine, which served as 
a t ool fer 'the stu::y of the b€.havi or of this eng1ne type . The 
comp{'essor' component of the engine was to be the NACA e i ght-stagG . 
compressor discussed in r efer ences 1 t o 3 . The turbine investiga-
tion r eported herein was made at an air t emperature of 1900 F for a 
r ange of corrected speeds f rom 102 to 182 r evolutions per second 
and pressure ratios from 1, 16 to 2,60 . The purpose of this investi-
gation was to evaluate the blade des ign procedur e by determining the 
perfor mance .of the first stator ring and its influence on over-all 
turb ine per formance , to deter mine t he performance of the t urbine 
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without the constraint imposed by orerating the compress'll' and 
turbine together, and to use these data t ·o investigate the matc!Jing 
of the turbine and the compressor. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE TURBINE 
DG~i3Il~ndit:Lons:. - The turbine vms designed for the following 
operating concJ i tions : inlet pres ·3 11re , 2400 pounds per squ.are foot; 
inlet t emporature , 14000 Rj Gas flow , 4.18 pound.s per second; pow'er 
output to the she.ft. , 296 . 5 hors0pm.,er; an.d rotor speed, 13,010 rpm. 
For operation in the jet engine , the t1.s sumed c ompr essor pr8sDur e 
ratio vTaS 3.36; the compressor inlet-air temperature, 4400 R; and 
the comprossor inlet -air pressure , 739 pOl)nds pOI' s q.uar e foot . 
Flight speed ,.,raa 470 miles per hour and altitudo, 33,000 f eot . 
The turbine work outpu~ was so di vided between the stages that 
the ratio of the temperatur e drop to average t emperat'ure f or each 
stage was the same for both stages in oreler to ma inta in Mach numbers 
approximately the sam0 for the two s tages . The velocities betvreep 
blade rings are shown in t he following table ': 
f.:dal Tangential i Tangentia l 
Station ve locity velocity velocity (ft/sec) at r oot at tip 
(f t/sac ) (ft/sec) 
Entranco stator I 209 a 0 
Exit stator I . 228 933 600 
Entrance r otor I 228 422 -195 
Exit rotor I 269 ··828 - 999 
Entrance stator II 269 - 317 -204 
Exit stator II 290 898 578 
~~trance rotor II 290 387 - 217 
Exi t rotor II 346 - 816 - 991 
Entrance stator III 346 - 305 - l86 
, 
These velocities were computed on the assumption of r adial equil i brium , 
constant gas energy and entropy, and free -vortex flow from root to 
tip. These assumpt i oni:i result in a c ~mstant axial velocity over the 
blade span, which may be demonstr ated by consideration of t he condi-
tion for radial equHibrium of pressure with no radial f low . 
2 cll dp p dr (1) 
l' 
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where 
p pressure, (lb/sq ft) 
p density, (slug/cu ft) 
Cu whirl velocity component, (ft/SBC) 
r distance from axis of annular channel, (ft) 
For convenience, the symbols used i n t his report are defined in 
appendix A. 
The equation relating enthalpy change to entropy Change i s 
·where 
II enthalpy, (ft- Ib/slug) 
T temperat.ure, (OR) 
dll dp TdS + - --p 
S entropy, (ft-lb/slug/oR) 
Therefore, 
dE - TJS 
C 2 
__ l!._ dr 
r 
The energy equation is 
where c is · the velocity in fe et per second and the subs cr"lpt T 
indi cates stagnation state. 
- TdS 
C 2 
u 
r 
dr 
If the flow is is ontropic and tho gas of uniform energy level, 
dRT = dS = 0 
(2) 
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and 
where ca is the axial velocity component in feet per second . 
(4) 
If the moment of momentum is constant, d(rcu ) = 0 and ca is 
therefore constant. The type of motion where reu is a constant is 
designated free-vortex f low because the radial dlstribution of whi r l 
velocity ls ' the same as that f or an , isolated vortex; filament . 
In the design proced ur e ; the ass umption was made t hat a l l the 
losses took place in the rotor and the stage efficiency was 0 . 90 
based on total pressures and temperatures . 
The flovT channels between the blades were designed to provide 
guidance at the dis e-ha r ge by making -ooth walls nearly parallel t o 
the desired flow angle for a distance ap pr oximately equal to the 
exit channel width . From t he channel exit toward the entr nce, 
a long the suction (convex) side of the blade, the radius of curvature 
was decreased as the channel wid t :'l increased to t he regi (;n near the 
leading edge . The camber l i ne waS pOinted i n the direct ion of the 
incoming flow. Blade trail ing edges vere 0 . 03 inch thick , except f ~)r 
t he second row of stator blades, which were castings with trailing-
edge thickness varying from 0 .020 to 0 .015 i nch. The l eading- edge 
r adius of curvature wa s taken as 15 percent of the maximum thickness . 
When a blade section had thus been r oughly designed , the 
velocity dis t r ibution on t he s uction side of the blade vTaS computed 
by means of the stream-filament theor y described in r ef erence 4. 
This method was modified to account f or the varying mass fl ow per 
uni t blade height i n the channel caused by rad ial fl ow by a s suming 
f or each ' section a linear variation of the mass f low per unit blade 
height along the middle str eamline from the entr ance to the exit 
values . I f necessar y, the suction surface shape ,vas mod i f ied t o 
keep the veloc ity on this surface nearly constant . No i nformation 
was obtained in this fashion about the airfoil nose or the pr ojecting 
s uction side of the bJ.ade (section A-B, fig . 1) because the stream-
filament theor y of fl ow i n ch81mels is inappli cable in t his region . 
Figure 1 shows the entr ance-nozzle r oot section . 
Cons t r uction. - The turbine conB ists of two stages of r otor 
blades and three stages of stator blades . Reaction i n both t he r otor 
'------~ ~'-----------, 
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stages may be incr'9ased by the use of a final stator stage , which 
~lso insures efficierrt jet-nozzle operation over a wide ral~e of 
turojne and compressor operat~ng conditiOllS by e lilLlinatlng the 
rotation of the discharged gas . A dovlIlst!'eam view of the first ring 
of stator blades is shown in figure 2. The s'econd ring (upstream 
view) and third ring of stators (d.ownstream Vie'iT) are shown in fig-
ure83 and 4 , respe0tively . T;1e rotor is shown in figure 5. All 
Totar &r..d ft3tor blades had an inner diameter of 9 inches and an 
outer d.i'3.ille~el' uf' 14 lnches . The rotor blades are fa. s tened to the 
'Theel by a Chl' istl!l38-tr ee type blade base. For this investigation, 
a set of sleeve bearings were used . All blades had a radial tip 
clearance of O.OJ5 i nch . 
APPARATUS 
Cascade -rinG t est B:ppar atui'.l . - The fir8t stator ring was 
mounte-db rYG'i;e0n -1,";0 coocentrlc pipes vTith a bellmouth entrance and 
1 ' 
room air was ct.rmm througl'l the ring . About 2'2 inches downstream 
of the cascade , t'il0 total- pressure tubos and two flow-direction 
tubes were m01.mte'd. to provide for radial surveys . The whole 
cascad.e could be rotat 0d for tangential surveys. Statlc'-pressure 
taps vlere located 21 inches dO'V.'Ils tream of the cascade at the inner 
2 
and outer walls . In other studies , the boundary-layer thickness 
on the suction surface of the blade was measured. about 1/4 inch 
from the trailing adga by means 9f rakos of small impact tUDes . 
A static -pressure tube was laid. against the "olado . 'fhese boundary-
layer measure nents \OTere mnde at ra~iial positions 1/4 inch from the 
blade root, ~3~ inches from the outer radius , ruld 9/16 inch from 
thE; outer radius . 
Tu:rbine -:;;Jerformance t es t apparat'.ls . - For over-all performance 
measurernen-ts :tho t urb ine was moUnted as' shown in f i gure 6 . The 
whole unH was ins erted i nto 8. drum ; the large })lato at the front 
formed, onG end of the drum . The r ear end of tho drum was s ()aled 
by "001 ting the r ear flange of tho t urbine-dischar ge d.uct to t he 
edge of th0 hole in t he r ear plate of t he drum . The entire drum 
ivaS nir-tight except for one large part in the cylind.:cic nl surface, 
,,,hieh s erved. as the a ir inlet . The gas passec.. through a VT8"obed 
section lmd tho scroens into th0 turbine and discharged from the 
rear of the turbine . 
The power-absorpt i on unit was a '\vater dynamometer . Air fl ow 
i.,as determined from an orifice metel: in the intake line . ':l'otal -
pressure and temperature surveys were made upstream and downstream 
of the turbine by means of t otal-pressure tube s and thermocouples 
with velocity- recovery heads . 
j 
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RESUU[lS 
Performance of First Stator Ring 
The first stator ring was investigated to d6termine from the 
boundary layer on the blade surface 1vhether the design method satis-
factorily avoided flow separation and to find from thls bounda'~y­
layer survey the drag assoclated wi,th this layer and its effect on 
turbine efficiency . A further, object was t~ survey the djstribution 
of the velocity discharged from the stat or ring and to find Hs 
effect on turbine performance. These measuremen'CG were used to 
evaluate the turbine··design procedure and to suggest improved 
pr ocedures v,hen disagreement exists between theoreti cal and measured 
velocity dlstri"bution. 
Blade - surface boundary- layer survey . - The boundary- layer 
surveys on the convex side of 'the bJade at the trailing edge are 
shmm in fIgure 7 ~ For comparison, the momentum t hi ckness 1V8S also 
computed for a turbulent boundary layer on a f lat plate of chord 
equal to the suction- surface arc length . For all blade sections, 
the equivalent flat "plate boundary- layer thickness 1V8S a'bout 
0 . 0037 incb, wbich is near the average measured value f or the wbole 
blade. Becausea, trailing-edge thickness of 0 . 030 inch vTaS r Elquired 
to prevent war page of the blades under heat, the increment in drag 
caused by the momentum thickness of t he boundary layer is small . 
Fr om the momentum equation, the formula f or energy loss in the blade 
wake is 
Los s per ' slug = ,J TdS 
where 
t blade trailing- edge thickness plus momentum thickness of boundary 
layer, (ft) 
t f fraction ofaxial-fJow area blocked by trailing edges of blades, 
(8 co! CPN) 
s blade pitch, (ft ) 
erN angle : bei;ween trailing edge and normal to cascade axis 
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R gas constant', (ft-lb)/(slug)/(°I:l) 
I ratio of specific heats 
This equation is derived tn a ppend'i x ,E. 
Computati on f or the design point a t the r oclt,..mean-square r ad illS 
slves a value of J TdS of 160 foot-pounds per slug for an aBfJ\ I06d 
boundar y - layer thiclmess 'of 0 . 0040 inch~ For a r ough est imate of 
t he effect of the blade wake on turbine ef fi ciency;' the average 
value of J TdB would be abo~t 200 foot-pounds per ' slug , (be cause 
of the increase of ca 
2 tprough the t urbine ) if the blades "'6;1:'e the 
same f or all stages. Because of t he varying numbdr of blades in 
each s tage, J TdS is approximat ely '-.1qual to 2100 f oot-pounds per 
slug for the five sets of blades. Because the des i gn "rorl<:: output 
is 1 .255 X 106 foot-pounds per , slug , the loss tn ,tl.1rb:Lne eff iciency 
based on this factor is 
2100 
6 1.255 X 10 , 
c 0 . 002 
Inasmuch as t h is computat i on shows very 11 ttle eff ect of '"blade "Take 
on turbine effici ency, the method of blade - section design is 
consider ed sati sfactory . 
Flow-direction surveys . - Direction-survoy data for 10 meaaur e -
mente 1Ila-s :pace equal to one blade pitch aro shOl-Tn i n ft gure 8 ; 
the surveys ife r e made simultaneously over opposite sides of t he 
cascade ring . On each plot the design ang l e of flo,,' for t'hat r a dius 
is ShOlffi; t he diff erence in avere.ge &1 61e obtained in surveys on 
opposHe sides of tho cascade may res ult f r om variations i n blad,e 
s pacing and orientatton. Near the inner radius (f i g . 8(a) ) the air 
is t1..'lrned too far whereas at a radius of 0 . 448 l'oot (f i g . 8(b)) the 
air is insuffiCiently turned . From a radius of about 0 . 5 foot to a 
radius of 0.542 foot, the turnint~ is aliout 1° too low . Flgurc ' g 
shows surveys arourid a sector of tho cascade; each s t at i on is 
r emoved from the next by one blade' space . At tho inner B..'1d outer 
r adii, variations as htgh as 11:° ar0und the annulus aro pres ont . 
The radial dis t rj,but 1.on of turning-angle discropancies obs ervod i n 
the surveys over singJ.\:.I blad0 spaces ar e present in the survey avor 
t he whole ring . Both surveys flhow that t h.e assumptj,on of flO\>,~ 
direc t ion distribution c or r esponding to the free ··vortex condition 
is inadequate for an accurate description of the flow. 
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Velocity distributions. ~ The gas velocities were computed on 
the assumption of radial equilibr ium'. This condition can be stated 
as 
where a is the local sonic velocity in feet per 
c 2 u 
,- J---=-l 
:: c2 :: 'V . : . 1 a2 I (,PpT~/ ,"I 
s1n2 ; I L 
a subst i tution gives 
dP. 
P 
second. Because 
(5 ) 
where cp is the angle between flow direction and normal t o cas cade 
axis . The data obtained in the surveys wer e the radial distribution 
of the fl ow dir ection cp and of the total pr essure PT' The stat i c 
pr essure was obtained at the inner and ou t er r adius . Thus c~ and PT 
as functions of r and the two boundary values f or p are known. 
I f the Picard method of s uccessive approximations 18 used, the solu-
t.ion is obtained by assuming a function p(r), inserting it into t hG 
rfght side, i ntegr a t ing to get a ne"r function p{r ), and r epeating 
with the new p (r). Tbe initial pOint chosen was (rr ' Pr ) , where 
the subscript r ind:i, cates t he inner r adius . This solution, h01{-
ever, results in a value for the static pressur e at t he outer 
radius Pt t hat does not agree with the measured value. Because 
the total-pressure measurement s wer e obtal ned with a clmr t ube , ' 
i nterference between the t ubes made the t otal -pressure readings l ess 
reliable than the direction and static- pressur e measurements . The 
eq,uat ion was ther ef or e used to compute the shape of the pressu 0 - ' 
gradient curve, all values of which wer e thon multiplied by the same 
factor that ' m8de~ dp/p = log Pt/Pr equal to the measured value . 
The values of cu2/a2 obta ined 1:'y use of eguatton ( "' ) Her e us ed i'lith 
the measured values of cpo to compute the aXial-velocity component . 
For a perfect is'entropic, i soenergetic flu it9. paSSi ng through a 
cascade of blades so designed that r tan cp is cons t ant (for thi s 
rOl{ of stator blades r tan cp = 1. 535 f t), the value of Ca' and 
r cu are constant over the radius re'gard l ess of t he flow Mach 
' number :if the flow follows 'the 'desired direction and if radJ.al 
eq,ul1ibrium is established . 
.--~--~ 
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The axial-velocity distributions are shown in figure 10 as a 
function of radius for several rates of air flow. The thick, lovT-
energy layer near the inner shroud corresponds to the region of 
overturning noted i n the direction surveys . Next ·t o this r eGion 
i s a local regi on containtng a velocity maximum. This r egj. on of . 
extreme underturning was noted in the direction sUl'veys . . Tho " 
boundary layer on t he outer shroud is ·quite thin. ' The plo:t of 
moment -of -momentum parameter !-,cu / e.r (f ie . ] l) shows the ' sallle 
thick inne r boundary layer and thin outer boundary layer . The 
region of high axial velocity d.oes no·t have a corr.esponding regIon 
of high moment of momentum,which ·expl-ains the underturning in 
this region. Th i s discrepancy hebtreen excessive axial velocity ' 
component and low' moment of momentum means that t he flow lnto thls 
regiqn from the inner sbroud, hence the build -up of the boundary 
l aye'r, did not take place ma:i,nly ins ide the bl ade channels where 
it would c ause an ~ncrease In rcu at the discha r ge , but Primari l y 
occurred. outs i de the nozzle channel. 
An i ncrease in lm.,-ener gy r egion on the inner shroud occm' s 
wi th increase in mas s f. low. BeCa use a ll fl ows are .8ubson1 c, it is 
assumed t hat this is a Reynolds number ef fect . For ' high fl (JWs 
dynamically s imilar to' low f lows 
. and 
wher o subscripts hand Z indicate the h i gh-f low and. low··flOl-r 
conditi ons , r espectively, and L is t he char a cteristic length . The 
distance beh ino. t he blades rather than the blade height 1. 8 selected 
as L because the v1.scou s effects do not extend fr om the inner t o 
t he outer sbr oud , although this state is almost attained at t he 
highest fl ow. The conditions jUBt cited imply that I'h <: LZ, which 
means that the surveys taken at high f lm.,s corr espond to low-f J :::)1v 
surveys taken farther dC)wnstream . This i nterpr etat ion i s useful 
be cause the data f or various f lOlofs at on e p'osition may be intorpreted 
as corresponding to the same flO1., at various survey planes . This 
interpretation is not e:x:act bocause dYl1am1c similarity impUd3 
geometr'i c similarit y, whi ch is nat rnail'lta1ned in the 'blade sections. 
Physical inter pretation of vel0city ·and di.r El c t ion di s~ribut l on ~. 
A change from pot ential fl ow occnrs near t he blade shr ouds because 
of the large viscous f orces. The c .::mcave surface of the blade is 
a high- pressure r eg i on and the convox surface is a low- pressure 
~egion (A-B~ fig . 1) that extends b ey'ond the channel bet10leen the 
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blades. In the main body of the fl ow (the region not near the blade 
root nor tip), tIle momentum is high enough to carry the fl ow in a 
direction transverse to the pressure' gradie'nt. Ad jacent to the 
inner and outer shrouds 1's a region of low mome'ntum induced by 
friction with these walls and by turbulent and viscous s'hearing 
stresses. This low-,momentum fluid flows. almost directly in the 
direction bf the pressure gradient , induced by the potential flow, on 
the blade surfaces . The velocity of these low- energy boundary 
layers at the shro'uds has ' a component opposed t o the, main axial-
flow component , and ' also a component in t he dir e'ction of r otation 
of , the main body of the flut d . This boundary layer at the shrouds 
is therefore built up after discharge fr om the channe l section B-C , 
(fig . 1) although some buitd-up may take place ins i de ,the channei. 
This layer of air will therefore appear ' t o be overturned (fig . 8) 
even though both velocity components are low. The build - up of this 
bourrdary layer at the shrouds causes a rad ial flOW, whi ch in 'turn 
ind~c!3s a high axial velocity in an ad'jacent local region (fig . 10), 
and thus the air is underturned (f ig . 8) although i ts tangential 
component may be equal to the design value . 
A radical difference is noted in t he thickness and thi.ckness 
development with ve locity of the boundary l ayers on the i nner and 
outer shrouds (figs. 10 and 11) . It may be simply demonstrated that 
this effect is caused by the stability of the inner boundary layer 
and the instability of tne outer layer . The r adial accelerating 
force on a fluid element of mass pdr rdA is t he diff erence between 
the centrif ugal force (pdr rdA)cu2/r and the pr ess ure gr adient 
force 
~ + ~~ dr) rdA - prdA = ~; dr rdA 
.. 
where rdA is an element of length along cascade axis at r adiu s r . 
(rcu)2 , ' 1 dp The radial force per unit mass is then r 3 - P dr ' A stable 
r otating body of fluid has a net radial f orce of zero everywhere . 
~f a particle of fluid at position r with moment of momentum rcu 
i s displaced to a position rd where the prevailing moment of 
momentum is (rcu)d and where equilibrium establishes a pressure 
gradient of 
then accor ding to t he ,principle of conservation of momentum the 
particle will retain its original moment of momentum . The ' unbalanced 
--~------------------------~ 
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f orce 'per unit volume on the part icle in its new' position ·j,rl thE) 
pre ssure field therefore is 
11 
1;1' a pal'ticle from tbe 10w-vel.ocHy b')undary layer Is displaced 
radially to a region of higher moment of momentum, the resulting 
force on the fluid is negative and t ends to send the particle 
inward,. The stabiHty of the inn81' boundary layer and the insta-
biUty of the outer boundary layer are thereby expJained . Further-
more, any partic1es of fluid In the main s tream that have a 10.., 
moment of momentuDl (such partic les InRy come from the blade wake or 
fr om t he boundary layer of the outer shroud) also tend. to coll ect 
along the inner shroud, thus building up this boundary layer at a 
g'r eater rate than by friction alone . 
This reasoning i s supported by figure 10, w'hich ShO"lS a thick 
inner layer and a thin outer layer . As predicted, the inner boundary 
layer builds up and the onter layer th1.ns out with increasing 
velocity (which corresronds to increasing d istance from tho cascade ), 
The same general character is shown 5.n the curves of the moment of 
momentum (fig . n). For a r otating inner shroud, the bOllndary layer 
is therefore unstable; whereas for the rotating outer shroud, the 
layer is stable; a miIl'i,IDUm thickness in all boundary layers i s 
therefore obtained by having a rotating inner sliroud and a stattonary 
outer shroud as in the compr essor component of the engi ne for which 
this turbine was designed . 
Relat~on of' cascade perf..9!~m8nce to design and turbine perform-
~nce. - The purpose of the cascade is to impart a desired moment of 
momentum t o the air . For turbine power, the radial distribl;; tj.on of 
moment of momentulll is not as s ignificant as the mass distribution 
of the moment of momentum, 1"hlch is Sh01Vl1 in figure 12. The mass 
flO1., m betyreen the inner shroud and 8. radius' l' is therefore a 
function of r . TIle curves are mor e nearly constant than the curves 
of figure 11, shoving a very steep rise from zero at both shrouds. 
'1'he design value of the mass :'flow parameter \"/ePT,3l':t'I',3 is 
0.0723 square f oot, sligbtly l ow'er t han the lowest test condition, 
which ",as 0 . 0 757 square foot. (W, w'eight flow through the set of 
nozzles, lb / sec; g, gravitational fact or ; subscript 3 indicates 
state of air entering the set of vanes .) In order t o compare 
measured values of rcu with dosign values, use is made of the 
fact that, for a perfect fl,uid, if rcu and the energy are constant 
for one flow, rcu and ca ar e constant over the radius for any 
other floyr and rCu/ca is constant :for all flows and radii. The 
12 
mass averaged ·ca was comput.ed and the 
plotted against the mass-flow parameter 
which shows that the effective angle of 
design angle. 
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parameter rou/ea was 
m/gpT,3aT,3 in figure 13, 
turning is smaller than the 
In order to estimate the "T8ight flm., at the design pressure 
drop, use ts made of the fact that f or this turbine, the corrected 
weight flo,,! as a funct joon of pressure rat io is independent of speed. 
Because for subcritical flows the pressure ratio over the nozzle is 
a functi on only of the we i ght-flow parameter, '-Thieh ih turn is a 
functlOn of the turbine over-all pressure rat-io and °independent of 
speed , the pressure rat io of the first stators is therefor e a 
function of the pressure ratio of the vrhole turbine and i.ndependent 
of speed. For this turbine, the relation of weIght flm., and · pressure 
drop can be computed from conditions at the r oot-mean-square 
radius · I\J~ (orr 2 + rt2-)- using the entire flow area and the results 
are nearly the swne as those obtained by computation and integra -
tion over the whole blade height. The pressure ratio or the 
corresponding c/aT,3 at the root-mean-square radius is thorefore 
taken as typical of this stator. The design pres8ure drop over the 
whole turbine is th~refore assumed to prevail when c/aT 3 is 
equal to the design value at the root-mean-square radius'of the 
first stator. 
The aj:ea of fl ow is blocked principally at the inner shroud. 
The air flovl is esti.mated by assumi ng an effective area that remains 
unchanged from the condi.t ion of lowest flow of the nozzle-ring tests 
to the design conditi0n. The actual velocity ratio 
C 1 f\~- 2 -2 
-=--- c +c 
aT aT a u 
implies a cer tain denSity ratio P/PT for isentropic flow. The 
effective flow area. Ae :l.s computed from 
and from the data for the lowest-flow condltion. From the value 
of c/aT and p/PT for the design conditions and the effective area, 
the flow at design pTess~re ratio and standard atmospheric condition 
for the entering stagnation state is 5.85 pounds per second, vrhich 
is 95 percent of t he design value . The effective fl ow area is 
87.5 percent of the actual value. The assumption of free-vortex flow 
and uniform axial velocity is therefore unsatisfactory for estimating 
the air--flow-pressure ratio relation of the turbine . 
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Thus the underturn1ng of the air J..'3 almost exa ctly accounted 
for by the bloc:mgG of fl o,,, at the blade root with t ho design value 
of moment of momentum. This underturning may be explained by 
assuming that most of the bu ild- up of the inner boundary layer takes 
place after d ischarge from the nozzle by flo"T toward the suction 
surface of the b lade , which pr o,iects beyond the gulded channel 
section . The main effect of these phenomena is to increase the 
axial - velDcity components over tha part of the blade just outside 
the shroud boundary layer and to r educe the air fl o.T f r om the design 
value . Tho poor angle of attac'~ at the rotor blade roots is 
rehl.tivoly insignif i cant -De CctuS8 of the small part of the flow- in 
that region, but the <leviations from de sign angles a r e r e'latively 
significant in the potential-fl ow r eg :i. on adjacent to the inner 
sbroud. Accurate design procedure requires the development of a 
method of predicting these eff ects near t be shroud. 
Turbine Performance 
'I,'he relation -between the corr ected w-e ight flmr of the 
turbine W3/ 0T,3-iOT,-3' the corrected turbine rotor speed n/J8T,3-' 
and co;rrected isontropic enthalpy drop 6Hs / geT, 3 is given in 
figure 14 
1vhere 
6Hs 'isentropic ohtha1py dr op through turbine, (ft-U/slug) 
Llli enthalpy drop through turbine, (ft-U/slug ) 
11 rotor speed, (rps) 
W weight flow of gas tbrough compr essor or t urbine , (lb/sec) 
e square of r at i o of sonio speed to sonic speed for normal 
air a 2/as t
2 (referred t o as corrected temperature ratio) 
e a
2 yR'I' 
= 
a s t 2 
= 
?'stRstTst 
cr r atio of density to norma l gas density, p/pst 
I 
J 
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Subscr:i.pts: 
1 compressor-intRke condition 
2 compressor-discharge condition 
3 turb Ine-intake condit ion 
4 turbine-discharge condition 
st standard-ail:' conditi.on 
Figure 14 shows that the turbine behavos JJko a nozzlo with no eff ect 
of ~otative speed . The design point computed on the assumpt i on of 
an efficiency of 0 . 90 i s a lsr) show:1 . 'l'hf3 "Teight flow at desten pres-
sure drop is ( bout 96. 4 pvrcent of the design value, r ather than 
95 percent as predicted from tho cascade pe:dor mance; the agr eement 
of flmT prE;d :L cted from cascade data with turbine performance i s good . 
This increase in air fl ow may bf3 oiused by the · i nf luence of the 
rotat.ing s ct f buckets, ,.,hich might runder the tnner boundar y layer 
unstable and thus destroy it . This influence may be feLt t o s ome 
extent by the layer ,just downstream 0:::' t he first r ow of nozzles, which 
becomes thinner and thus reduces the flow obstruction . Figure 15 
shm.,s the corrected isentr opic enthalpy drop of t he air I'3.S a function 
of the corrected enthalpy drop; the effidency contours ar e str a i ght 
dashed lines through the ori. in of slo~e equal to the reciprocal of 
the efficiency. A peak efficiency of O: 8"{5 is noted . The enthalpy 
curV8S show nearly constant effici 0ncy over a wide r ange of speeds 
and po.rer outputs . At th0 dosign value f or opeed and work output 
per pound of air , t he efficiency is 82 percent r bther tban 90 per-
cent) which was used in the design pr ocess. At t he correspond ing 
isentropic pnthalpy drop , which i s 90/ 82 -Limes the deslgn value , the 
air flow is only 1 . 7 percont lower than the design value of 6.18 pounds 
per second . Thi s desir:,n point is also shown on figure 14. v!hen the 
turbine operates i n t he encine , i t will handle sli8ht ly mor e gas 
than indicated fr om these data because of the expans i on of' .the 
clearances under the action of the hot gases . The agreement between 
design and actual a1r flm., at design work Clutput can therefore be 
r egarded as suti sfact or y . 
A plot of the over-all turbine performance in fi gure 16 shows 
a corrected torque par ameter plotted against a corrected weight-flow 
parameter, both of which are useful in finding the matching and 
interaction of the t.urbine and the compressor 8S components of a jet 
engine . Lines of constant corrected r otor speed and of constant 
turbine eff i ciency are Rhmm as well as the locat ion of t he design 
point) f or which the design speed is 134.1 revolutions per second, 
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w·hereas that shown on the chart is 1.35.7 revolutions per second. 
The design point is not the point of highest efficiency inasmuch as 
this efficiency was about 0.823 as compared with the peak valu e of 
0.875 at a speed of 180 revolutions per second. This discrepancy 
in speeds indicates that an analytical determi.nation of effIc iency 
is required in order to produce the most effective design3 with 
minimum losses at the design point . A large range of high efficiency 
is available, however, for use at points other then the design point . 
TURBINE-COMPRESSOR MATCHING 
The turbine characteristics are now used to determine how well 
they match the characteristics. or ,tpe compressoT with which the 
turbine is to be used. The turbine may be expected t o behave some-
what differently than predicted by the cold-air data when installed 
in the engine and taking the hot products of the combus tion chamber 
because of a clearance · expansion, ·a nonuniform temperature distri-
bution in the i ncoming stream, and the combustion in the turbine 
in some conditions of operati on . Another difference may be 
expected because the data available for the compressor were obtained 
with a scroll discharge collector rather than the axial discbarge 
collector that will be used in the engine . Anot her unknown is the 
combustion-chamber total-pressure loss, which is assumed to be 
5 percent of the absolute total pressure delivered by the compressor. 
Relation between Turbine and Compressor Variables 
The matching of the turbine and the compressor components of 
the engine is determined by related parameters· of the compressor 
and the turbine. For example, t he speed of the turbJne is equal to 
that of the compressor and the r elation between the corrected speeds 
is 
n n : I e~·) 3 
{veT ; 3 ~ GT) 1 (6) 
Compres sor and turbine gas flows are related by the equation 
where f is the fuel~air ratio . Then 
W,n · 
-'-
(J e 
. T,2 T,2 
16 
Bec'ause 
and , 
then 
' 2PT 2 = ___ l_
, 'stPst 
'3PT ~: 
'stPst 
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(7) 
which relates the turbine' and the compressor gas fl ows 'in ter ms of 
parameter s that are reduced to standard -air values . 
The power equation is 
or 
where 
PA auxiliary-power consl,lmptioIf . (bearings ) , (ft - lb /sec) 
This equatton can be conver ted into a r elation between the compre ssor 
and t urbine torques in corrected variables . 
--------- + ---------
ncJT 2BT 2 Il0T 2BT 2 
" " 
For the combustion chamber, the pr essur e-loss f unct i on can be given 
in the form 
(9) 
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and the combustion efficiency 
1-13Rr,3 - W1Rr,2 - fWIHc 
Wl fh 
(10 ) 
is given as 
T) 
where 
f unction of (HT, 3' cond itions at station 2 ) 
= function of (f ) conditi ons , at station 2) 
Hc entha lpy of f uel entering combustion chamber, (ft- lb/slug) 
h heating value of fuel , (ft - Ib/slug) 
Compressor and Turbine Matching Charts 
Except for smaJ.l corr ections for the fu e l input, bearing 
(11 ) 
power, pressure loss i n the combustion chamber, and change in )' 
from station 1. to station 4, the t or<lue parameter W6H/ nae from 
e<luation (8 ) is the same for the t urb i ne and for t he compressor 
under any engine operation condition . The same equality holds for 
the air-f l ow parameter Wn/ae , as e<luation ( 7) shows . If the turbine 
and the compressor perfor mances ar e plotted i n terms of these vari -
ables and the char ts superimposed, one point indicates both the 
t urbine and the compressor oper ating state when they are operating 
8S components of a jet engine . A chart of the compressor perform-
a nce in terms of these variables is shown in fi gure 17 f or constant 
values of n/ /v'e~-l ' These data were obtained from refer ences 2 
, , 
and 3 with a scroll collector on the compressor. Some difference 
is to be expected between the performance so deter mined and the 
performance of the compressor when straightening vanes are substi -
t ut ed f or the scroll f or use ' in the engi ne . A similar chart f or 
the turbine is shovm i n figure 16 for constant values of n/ iV eT 3 ' 
If the charts f or the tur'bineand the compressor are superimposed, 
it can be seen whether the high- effic iency r egi on f or the turbine 
over laps the high-efficiency region f or t he compr essor . If they 
do not , the r GsuJtant jet engine is prevented from reaching its 
maximum po~ sible effio iency. 
The over-all engine performance can also be estimated from these 
charts and the r elation of each component t o the over -all engine 
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performance 'Jan be deternined . This relation will ' indtcate the most 
approprjate modifications of turbine and compressor t o obta in b6tter 
over-all engine performance. First, a r ough approximation is made 
by assuminG no bearing 108ses, · no combustj.on-chamber pressure loss, 
and no fuel added . If a value for the corrected temperatl.re 
ratio eT 3/0T 1 is assumed, the r atio of turbine to compressor 
, , / ( ) speed is nxed f or this value of eT 3 GT 1 by equation 6 '. :By , , 
superimposing the tvro charts and cl100sing a particular compressor-
speed Hne, the intersection of this line with a tnrbine - speed line 
having the correct ratio of turM.ne speed to the compressor speed 
determines an engine operation point . ' The choice of another compr essor 
speed, determines another point. It is possible in this manner to 
obtain an operation curve for el1cb te:llperatclre ratio . Air flow and 
air state discharged from t.he compressor can then be obtained for 
each operating potnt . The engine' characteristics are now refined 
to take into account losses and changes in gas properties . Tlle 
bearing power P A may be found froll] the operation speed . , Then 
appr oximately 
(12 ) 
From the data on the compr essor -discharge and t he burner charac -
teristics , T] and f can be computed f r om equation (11) . This 
value of f with GT, 3/9T,1 and 0"1',1 permits ,ttte determi nation 
of y3h l and TT 3/ TT l' Sufficient data are then available to 
J " find the value of - T, 3/ P'r,2 ' 
The turbine torque and air-flow requirements ma.y nov' be computed 
to include the effect of compressor, combustion- chamber pressure l oss 
and efficiency, and bearing r equirements by the appHcation of equa-
tions (-I) and (8) f0r several points on ea ch compress0r-speed curve . 
These points are connected by a curve for a given speed . The inter-
section of these curves of turbine r equ irements with the proper 
speed curves of turbine performance gives tUTbine operating points 
that can be corrected by equations ('I) and (8 ) to give the corres -
ponding compre s sor operating points. These resu l ts should. be of the 
desired accuracy but should be qhec};:ed to see that they fallon the 
or iginal compressor curve . Equation (12) is used with the burner 
c.hart (equation (ll)) to find f . A che ck on the accuracy is 
posslble b;r recomput1ng the intersecti'on points with the new value 
for f and improved va lues f or the bearing correction and PT 3/PT 2 -, , 
In the example be i ng c ~mputed , it was assumed that T] = 0 . 9 
and PT 3/PT 2 = U.95 . The bearings vrere a ssumed to .use a torque 
of 7 inch-'pounds and the compressor entra~ce conditions corr esponded 
to an altitude of 30,000 feet and ram at 470 miles per hour . 
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The compressor operation curves f or constant corrected temper-
ature ratio eT,3/eT,1 are shown :tn figure 18 and the corrected 
temperature r atio Hnes are shown on the turb ine chart (fig. 16) . 
The compressor and t he t urbine are not perfectly matched as shown 
in figure 16 by the fact that none of the eT 3/eT 1 lines pass , , 
throllgh the r egion of maximum t urb i ne efficiency . The highest 
compr es sor efficiency i s being used when eT 3/eT 1 = 3 . 5 
and n/IVeT, l = 274 revol utions per s econd. 'Unde~ these conditions 
the t urbine i s operating at an efficiency of onl y 0 .82 . These 
operation curves 'Cover al l modes of operation of the engine with 
arbitrary ram and exhaust pressures and di scharge-jet nozzle sizes, 
bu't only a small part of , t he entire turbine performance range of 
good effic i ency . Test s of thi s jet engtne a s a complete unit there -
fore cannot be expected to cover a range l arge enough to indicate 
where the r egi on of peak turb i ne effici ency is and whether the 
components are well matched . 
The effect' of t he diSCrepancies between design estimates and 
turbine performance on engine operat i on are minor insofar as the 
effect on compressor operation sta t es are concerned, because of 
good correl a tion between air flow est imated and measured at the 
design value for t ur bine work per pound of air at design speed . 
These t hree variables ar e enough t o det er mine t hat t he compressor 
wi ll operate a t des ign air -f low cond itions f or t he desired speed 
and t emperatur e r at io . Because the t urb ine pres sur e r a tio is not 
close t o the esti mated value under t hese circumst ances (mea sured 
eff i ciency, 0 .82; designed effi ciency , 0 . 90 ), less pr essur e will be 
ava ilab le f or t he j et nozzle , which must t heref or e be l ar ger than 
first es timat ed . 
J et-Engine Per for mance Computations 
In order to compute t he j et- engine performance a t a gi ven 
altitude and s peed, t he r am press\;r e (generally corrected f or duct 
l osses but not in t his example ) and t he t emperature at the compressor 
i nlet are comput ed and f rom t hem V/'I{eT , i and PT,l/PO ar e 
det er mined. V is t he fl i ght s peed and Po the free- s tream pres-
s ur e . The ,1 et pr'essur e ratio is 
PT ,4 = PT,l PT,4 
Po Po PT,l 
wher e PT,4/PT, 1 i s presumed known from prevtous engine computa-
tions . If t he value of Y4 and TT,4 ar e known, t he corrected 
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jet veloc ity' c ri. / Ille'l' , 
'-' I , .J. IDay bo compu~ed fr om r4 -i1 ~ 
1 ~ ! Po \ 'Y 4 J 
(PT,4) (ft/sec ) 
where the subscript 5 indicates noz zle conditions . The mtnute 
ef fect of variations in )' during the nozzle expansion process i s 
~v 
neglected . The compr essor char~cteristics give .1 _ and f 
" . . aT , l ',v-e;:l 
is known for 6ach point. The corrected trlY"Jst is. .. 
The corrected pm/er is 
The correcte' specif ic th.rust i s 
p 
I ', : \ (_~_ ) (_. F I 
'\'\/-8 - \0 '1' ,lOT, 1)/ T,l , \ 
(hp ) 
(lb/lb / hr) 
(lb)/(hp-hr) 
From the "reight flow and the discharge condi t i ons , the area of the 
thrust nozz l.e can also be computed for each operation point and the 
correct nozzle ' selected for any desired operation condition . 
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The con;puted engine performance i s shovrn for zero flight speed 
in figure 1S (a), whi. ch givb8 correc-ced static thrust and corr ected 
specific thrust for constant values of corrected rotor speed and 
corrocted temperature ratio. A similar chart is shown in fig-
ure 19 (-b) for a fJ ight sp~ed 'of 470 m.iles per ,hour at an al ti tude 
corresponding to the same ' co~pre8sor- inlet pressure . At the same 
flight :9peed 'and altitude, figure 19(c) shows thc-9 specific fu el 
consumption instead of specific. thrust . The minimum estimated 
specific fuel consumption at 470 ,miles per hour is 0.885 pound per 
horsepOi-Ter-hour at 550 pounds corrected thrust , a temperature 
rat io of 3 . 35, a compressor speed of 274 revolutions per second, 
and pr essure ratio of 4.4. 
An estimate was made of the change in performance f or an improve-
ment in the matching of the turbine with the compr Gssor . At the 
point where t he static thrust was 788 pounds and the specific thrust 
1. 024 pounds per pound per hour, the com.pressor speed w'as 289 revolu-
tions per second, the correct ed temperature ratto was 3.5, and the 
turbine efficiency, 0 . 82 . The assumption was made that the changed 
turb i ne gave the peak effici ency of 0.875 at that corresponding 
point on the turbine matching chart . The thrust was increased 
to 826 pounds and the specific th;r'ust to 1.073 pounds per pound per 
hour, an improvement of 4.7 percent . The improyement at 470 miles 
per hour was about 4.7 percent in all performance parameters. 
A study of the problem of engine adjustment f 'or better matching 
is r equir ed in order to apply the knowledge gained from the matching 
charts . The manner in which the t ur bine and compressor performance 
characteristics must be altered in ord er to ge,t an exact super-
posi tion- of the maximum' eff:i.c:i.ency regions of turbine and compres'sor 
",i th optimum engine performance must be determined . ' 
Other Applications of Matching Charts 
The matching charts described can be applied to engines other 
than the simple jet engine. Essentially the jet ' engine is a hot-
gas producer, f or which the matching charts win determine the 
state of the dischal1ged gas . If this gas is discharged into a 
r eheater and from there into a ,power turbine, the matching charts 
can be used to find the over -all performance for an engine of this 
type . In the general case of the propeller-jet power t urbine, a 
,,'chart simHar to the simple jet- engine chart may be used with dif-
f erent vertical shUt of the scales for eacb value of propeller 
torque . 
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Another type ::)f generalization is possible by the use of 
d Hferunt matching functions . For eXB:llple , if the t urbine is geared 
t.o the comllressor, the gear ratio may '~'e 80 i ncorporated into the 
functions that the turbine and compressor f unctlons match . The 
engtne vii th a single powel.' t urb i ne and no j e)t power may , bE;) stud t ed 
by use of t he isentropic·-enthalpy- drop factor instead of tho t orque 
factor, whlch permits a matchlng of the pressure drops . In thi s 
oase , a vertica l logarlthmio scale is advised be cause a simple shift 
i n the vertical dir ection '-rill give matching r equ irements with 
vari ous r am-pressur e r a t ios . , 
SUIvltlJI.RY OF RESTJLTS 
The foJ..l ovrir..g resul tEl wer e obi:ialned fr~m an investigation of 
the performance i·6th cold air of t~le NACA tvo-stage t urbine and the 
first stator - ring c ' mponent : 
1. The stream··filament method of checking turbine -blade pres -
s ur e di s tribution gave blade velocHy di stribut ions that gener ated 
boundary layers ':Jf momontmll thickness of about 0 . 0037 :incb f or the 
suction surface . This t hiclnie s s was only about 12 percent of t he 
tra i ling - edge thickness of the bl ade, 'l<Thich is 0 . 030 inch . 
2 . The energy loss in the. vTake of the blade s engendered by the 
'blade edge a nd boundar y-1C'lyer momentum thi ckne,so caused an est i mated 
decreas e in turbine effic iency of 0 .2 percent . 
3. The bounuary l ayer at the shrouds built up t o some extent 
inside the channel section of the nozz l e but mainly downstr eam of 
the nozzle throat. Thi s proc~ss was activated oh i,efly by t he lOir 
pressure on t he projecting surface of the blade. 
4 . The boundary 1aye11 on the s tationary inner shroud vTaS thick 
compared with that on the outer shroud} stable, a nd. built up down·o 
stream of the blade row. The boundar y layer on the outer shro:ld was 
thin, unstable,and decreased in t hickness as the distance down-
stream of the cas cade increased . 
5 . The boundery, l ayer a.t t he inner shroud blocked part of the 
flow area and established nigh axial velocities in the r egion 
adjacent t o the inner b'6undary layer but dOvmstream of the cascad'i3 . 
Th~ boundary layer Erpparently had n'o other effect on the velocity 
distribution ind~ced by theblados. 
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6 . The effective annular area was about 0 . 875 of the actual 
area . At the design pressure ratio, the comput ed fl o", W'as () . 95 and 
the measured flow 0 .964 of design . Ali de8ign enthalpy drop, t he: 
flow W'as 0 . 98 of the design value . The difference bet"108n the i'lov 
r eduction and the area reduction was probably caused by the build-up 
of the boundary laY6r of the inner shroud on the projecting f.luction 
surface of the blade without gr eatly affecting the floW' In the 
nozzle throat . 
7 . At design value of the torque and corrected product of ail' 
f'low and speed, W3n/a rn 3BT -;; (where (} and e are the dens 1 ty 
.t., . ) v 
and temperature corrections} respectively) tho speod was 135 . 7 r evo-
lutions per second instead of the design value of 134.1 r evol utions 
per second . The efficiency at this point was 0. 823 as compared 
with the peak of 0 . 875 at a speed of' 100 revolut 1.ons per s EJcond ) 
which was the principal discrepancy bot",een tht3 design and t he 
measured results . 
8 . A set of charts 1-TaS developed} W'hich permitted an Gst imato 
to be made of jet-engine performance from the p~rformance of its 
components and to determine the degree of matching of the components. 
9. The matching charts sho,.;ed that the best compressor-
effj_ciency region did not coinc i de "Ti th t he be8t t llrb i ne - e:I:'fic'i.ency 
region when the tW'o components were used as a jet engine. The pe~k 
compressor efficiency was 0 . 84 and t.he peak t urbine efficiency 0 . 875 . 
The peak compressor efficiency occurred at .ll corrected temper a t ur e 
r a tio of 3 . 5 and a corrected r ot or speed of 274 r evolutions per 
second. At thls point} the turb j no operated at an effici ency of 
only 0 . 82 . The point of mi-nimum speclfic fu el consumption of the 
engine at 4 70 miles per hour end 3:5 .. 000 f ee t is 0 . 87 poun.d per 
hor8epower-hour with a corrected thrust of _ 4.:>0 po~mds. 
10 . An estimate of the improvement in over-·a l l engtne per form-
ance wa s made f or engine operation at a corrected t emper a t ur e r ati c' 
of 3 . 5 and 289 revolutions per second corrected enGine speed , und e:c 
the assumption that the turbine could be a.dj usted t o oper at e at its 
peale efficiency of 0 .875 instead of the e stimated operating effi-
ciencyof 0 . 820 for this engine cond i tion . The :lmprov-ement :Ln 
engine performance 1vaS about 4. 7 percent f or all par ameters a t 
flight speeds of 0 and 470 miles por hour . This improvement mlght 
be regarded as available through i mproved matching of the tyro 
engine components. 
--------------~~----------------------------
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CONCIDSIO~S 
Thl s inves tigation ind lr:mted ' the ·.pr obable gen eral vaJ. l.dHy of 
the following conclusirms : 
1. The stream-filamept .method of cbeck lng turblne··blade pres -
. sure distr.:'bution proved i3at-isfactory f or obtainJng higb 80Udi ty 
.. blades in a pressure.-drop flmf withou t thick boundary layers . 
Discharge gu i da.nce ~n the blades gave desired average moment of 
momentum, but incorrect angle s near the blade r oot s . 
"' , ' . 2 .::· .. The 'a ssumption of free-vortex flmr and uniform axial 
"'!3'1oc~ty betwe.en blade rows is inadequate for e s tlmatJng flow 
", ,·angJ.ep :or: W:!3.i ght-flow pressure-rat io relations but i s satisfactory 
for<' esti-rnFl"j:,ing wei ght-flow work-output re~.ations and is therefore 
sat·isfactory. f or estimating t he operating po _nt of the compressor. 
For ~ccurate design, the a:r'el1 blocked by the bOL1ndary J.ayer in. the 
nozzles and t he radial flo", oaufled by t he boundary- l ayer t.hickening 
downstream of the stators should be taken into account . Some method 
must be evolved for prerlictine these effects from destgn data. 
Thick; boundary layers are not expected downstream of r ot ors. 
3 . Design of turbine blades on t he assumpt ion of free - vot·tex 
flow does not inslJre t he occurrence of peak efficiency at the des.i.sn 
point~ 
Flight .Propulsion Research Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics) 
Cleveland, Ohio , Juno 6" 1947. 
J 
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APPENDIX A 
SYMBOLS 
The following symbol s are used in this report : 
Ae effective fl ow area downstream of first t urb ine stator r ow, 
sq ft 
a sonic velocity of gas, ft/sec 
ast standard-air sonic velocity, 1116.3 ft/se c 
c gas velocity , ft/sec 
ca mass average axi al velocity component, ft / sec 
cp specifi c heat of gas at constant pressure, ft- l b/slug/ oF 
f fueJ.-air ratio 
F thrl~st of engine, Ib 
g standard gravitational acceleration , 32 . 174 ft/sec 2 
H enthalpy , ft-:t.b / slug 
h heating value of f uel, ft- lb/slug 
m mass flmr in annulus bounded by inner shr oud of t urb i ne and 
rad ius r, Ib / sec 
n r ot ative speed of turbine, r ps 
P tl1rust horsepower of jet engtne 
p gas pressure, Ib/sq ft 
PA auxiliar y--p01<rer consumption (beari ngs ), ft-la / sec 
R ga s constant, ft-lb/(slug)( OR) 
r radial distance frOID axis of r otat i qn, ft 
S gas entr opy, ft .- lb/slug/ oR 
25 
26 
s 
T 
t 
w 
e 
T) 
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blade pitch, ft 
gas temperature, oR 
blade trailing- edGe thickriess plus momentum thickness of 
boundary ~ayQr, ft 
t / s cos cPN 
flight speed , ft / sec 
weight flow of gas, lb / sec 
a2/a 2 
st 
ratio of specific heats of gas, cp/cv 
momentum thickness of "boundary layer] in . 
stagnation enthalpy rise in compressor, ft-lb/8 1ug 
isentropic drop in stagnation enthalpy through t <'t rbine , ft - lb/I:l lug 
stagnation anthalp-r drop in turbine , ft .. lb/slug 
angle between normal to cascade axis and flow direction of "gas 
or disr-harge angle of s tator blades , deg 
gas dens i ty, s l ug/f't3 
standard air density , 0 . 002378 slug/ft3 
combustion- chamber efficiency 
Slbscrlpts: 
o free - stream condition 
1 compre s s or - "J.ntake c ond it i on 
2 compressor -discharge condition 
3 turbine- intake condition 
4 turbine -discharge condition 
NACA TN No. 1459 
.s propulsion nozzle condition 
a axial velocHy component 
N condition 1.n nozzle throat of blade cascade 
r b lade·-root conrl:i.tion 
at standard-air condit ion 
'1' stagnation cond.itlon 
t blade ··tip condition 
u tangential velocity component 
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APPENDIX B 
TRAILING-EDGE MOMENT~1 LOSS 
A uniform parallel f low of gas y1i th pressure PN, tempera-· 
ture TN' density PN, and velocity GN .flovTs between an "Infi. "Its 
set of straight vanes of thickness t, pitch (along cascade axis) s , 
and angle c~N with respect to the normal to the cascade axis . . The 
gas discharges into a space yri th no vanes and attains a final state 
of P, T, P with direction angle cp and velocity c of axial 
component ca and tangential component cu . The continuity equa-
tion is 
The fraction of floyl area blocked i s 
and the continuity eQuation i.s 
(Bl) 
The momentum eQuation f or components normal to the cascade axis is 
(B2) 
Because the flow is isoenerget:i.c 
(B3) 
The loss in available energy is measured by the heat-dissipation 
integral 
18 Loss per slug of fluid :;: TdS SN (B4) 
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where S i.s t.he entropy . Fr om thermodynami cs , 
The mom.eni~\lm equat i on ' f'or components along the cascade ~ceduces t o 
(B6 ) 
l p · The integral .di: is approxtmated by setting it eq:Jal to ' P p ., N '. 
(p ." PN) Ip where lip is the aYerage spec ifi c volume between 
l/PN and l i p 
Fro::n. ef}uation (B2) 
(B7) 
~3ubstitutiCJn of tbis relation 8,8 well as equations (B3 ) and (B6) 
i nto equat ion CB5 ) gives 
r I TdS 
v 
c 2 - c 2 
= a,N a 
2 
The quant :tty Ca, N is eEm1.liatEJd by .roeans. of'tlie continuity equa-
tio::! (BJ.) 
, .' 
2 ( P r () ca - -TdS = - ' -2- ( PN J PN ------. . (B8) .' 1 - Gf · 
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.. .. " 
From the equations of state, energy; and continuity 
When this pressure differerice "is" equated to that f ound from the 
momentuID equati(;m and P/PN is elimi nated by nse of the variable 
[(P/PN)/(l - tf)] - 1 a quadratic equation is op;tained with the 
exact solution 
(2-)( 1 )-1 1 - )'Ma2 (1 - k) - 1 PN 1 - tf " I ~) 2)'Ma 2 \1 
1 -
l 
c 2. )' - 1" where M 2 =~ an\l k For 
a -:- iRT =::" )'(1 tf)" 
the approximate solution is 
P 1 1 _ 
PN (1 - tf) - (B9)" 
Equation (B9) is subst i "tited in equat.ion (BS) together with p/PN = 1 f or the first factor to obtain the approximate answer 
NACA TJ No . 1459 
J c 2 TdS "" ~ ] t J 
f 
---1 - tf 
+ ~ .. ~ ( 1 -"-'~) Ma2 
r 
J (B10 ) 
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Figure I. - Cascade notation and flow characteristics of root section of fi rst stator ring of NACA two-stage turbine. 
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Figure 2. Fi rst stator ring of NACA two-stage turbine. 
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Fi gure 6. Installation of NACA two-stage turbine for cold-air p erformance 
invest i gat ion. 
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Figure 7. - Velocity distribution in boundary layer on blade surface 
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Figure 19. - Continued. Estimated characteristics of jet engine. 
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Figure 19. - Concluded. Estimated characteristics of jet engine. 
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